Appendix 1.
Table 1. Policies, Strategies, Guidance and Collected Evidence supporting the Neighbourhood Plan.
For ease of access, all the documents listed here may be found on the DVS website; http://www.dorevillage.co.uk/pages/dore-neighbourhood-forum
Evidence Title
Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulation 2012
Consultation Day (exhibitions and workshops)
at King Ecgbert School 1st October 2016
CPRE Report, State of the Green Belt 2018.
Correspondence between SCC Planning
Department and a planning applicant about
Long Line secured through an FOI
DEFRA Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for
England’s wildlife and ecosystem services.

Department for Education Edubase2 .
(A searchable database)
Domestic Gardens and Self-Reported Health: A
National Population Study’ by Brindley,
Jorgensen and Maheswaran in the International
Journal of Health Geographics
Dore & Totley Ward Statistical Profile
Dore Neighbourhood Plan
Village Housing Areas Character Assessment
Dore Village Design Statement. Dore Village
Society 2005
Dwell Project University of Sheffield, Dore
Village, Future Visions for a Lifetime
Neighbourhood.

Description
The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 consolidate all the various amendments made to the
Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994 in respect of England and Wales
A record of the second public consultation event as part of the development of Dore Neighbourhood Plan.
Review of the Greenbelt and identification of challenges and opportunities.
Supporting evidence that development in areas adjacent to the Peak District National Park should take into account
the character and amenity of the landscape.
Produced by the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs This new biodiversity strategy for England builds
on the Natural Environment White Paper and provides a comprehensive picture of how the UK is implementing its
international and EU commitments. It sets out the strategic direction for biodiversity policy for the next decade on
land (including rivers and lakes) and at sea. It builds on the successful work that has gone before, but also seeks to
deliver a real step change
Provides detailed information on schools. This is a searchable database
There is a growing recognition of the health benefits of the natural environment. Whilst domestic gardens account for
a significant proportion of greenspace in urban areas, few studies, and no population level studies, have investigated
their potential health benefits. With gardens offering immediate interaction with nature on our doorsteps, the authors
hypothesise that garden size will affect general health—with smaller domestic gardens associated with
poorer health.
Dore & Totley Ward Statistical Profile October 2017. What the 2011 Census tells us about Dore and Totley Ward
The Housing Working Group undertook a character appraisal of Dore Village’s housing areas to provide a basis for
developing a policy for safeguarding the character or the Village’s housing areas.
Defines the boundaries of Dore Village and its historic ‘Township’ countryside context; Identifies the character of the
village and the qualities valued by its residents, highlights development pressures, sets out the planning policy context
and proposes supplementary planning guidance for future development.
A three-year research project at the University of Sheffield funded by UK Research Councils (EPSRC, ESRC, and AHRC)
via the Lifelong Health and Wellbeing Research Programme. The project investigated how the design of houses and
neighbourhoods can facilitate mobility and well-being for current and future generations of older people.
A key feature of the research project is the participation of older residents within the design and evaluation processes.
Over a period of around 12 months, researchers and Dore residents worked together to co-design visions for their
village as Age-friendly neighbourhood.

Dwell project University of Sheffield.
Retirement Housing in Sheffield Supply and
Demand to 2034
Fixing Our Broken Housing Market (Feb 2017).
The Foundation for Urban Transport, Transport
for New Homes
Greenbelt and Housing Questionnaire Report.
DNP Steering Group. May 2017
Historic England Advice Note 7.
Improving Wellbeing through Urban Nature
(IWUN).
A series of reports and research projects.

Long Line. Report on Consultation with Long
Line Residents May-June 2016 Final
and
Long Line. Report on Consultation with NonResident Long Line Landowners
Making Space for Nature. Sir John Lawton (Sept
2010)
The Monitor of Engagement with the Natural
Environment (MENE) survey.

National Planning Policy Framework published
24 July 2018 and updated February 2019

NPPF. Comparison between NPPF July 2018 and
NPPF February 2019 – For Qualifying Bodies

At the Dore Show in September 2015, the Dore DWELL group launched their work as a series of ‘Visions’ – to be
voted on. Interest in the DWELL stall was overwhelming, with almost 500 votes cast on the day!
A study carried out as part of the Research Council UK/EPSRC funded DWELL project (EP/K03717X/1), which seeks to
identify ways of planning and designing housing and neighbourhoods that are suitable for an ageing population.
Sheffield City Council are partners in this project, and this report reflects one strand of this joint working
A housing white paper setting out the government's plans to reform the housing market and boost the supply of new
homes
The Foundation for Urban Transport’s report, “Transport for New Homes” July 2018.
An analysis of the returned questionnaires of the survey, including mapped locations, conducted by the DNF Steering
Group on attitudes in Dore to the greenbelt and housing.
The advice supports local authorities and communities to introduce a local list in their area or make changes to an
existing list.
Improving Wellbeing through Urban Nature (IWUN) is a three year research project funded by the Natural
Environment Research Council’s Valuing Nature Programme. It aims to find out more about how Sheffield’s natural
environment can improve the health and wellbeing of the city’s residents, and especially those with disproportionately
high levels of poor health.
See http://iwun.uk/
For a series of reports and research projects.
During the period May – October 2016, a consultation was undertaken with the residents of Long Line to solicit their
views on matters concerning the road. The final version of the report was issued on 22nd June 2017 and was used in
support of the proposals in the Dore Neighbourhood Plan.
At the request of Sheffield City Council, a subsequent consultation was undertaken with people who own land on Long
Line but are non-resident, asking for responses to the same issues as those raised with the residents.
A review of England's Wildlife Sites and Ecological. Network.
The Monitor of Engagement with the Natural Environment (MENE) survey is funded by Natural England, with support
from Defra and the Forestry Commission.
The survey collects information about the ways that people engage with the natural environment such as visiting the
countryside, enjoying green spaces in towns and cities, watching wildlife and volunteering to help protect the natural
environment
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out the Government’s planning policies for England and how
these are expected to be applied and provides a framework within which local people and their accountable councils
can produce their own distinctive local and neighbourhood plans which reflect the needs and priorities of their
communities.
A summary of changes between the 2018 and 2019 versions provided by Sheffield City Council.

NPIERS Final Dore NP Health Check
Peak district National Park Development
Management Plan 2019
Peak District National Park Local Development
Framework (Oct 2011)
Peak District National Park Landscape Strategy
and European Convention Action Plan (July
2009). Dark Peak.

NPIERS Independent Consultant health check on the DNP, Consultation statement and Basic Conditions Statement.
This is the Development Management Policies (DMP) document for the Peak District National Park. It contains a
written statement of policies for the positive management and control of development and the use of land.
The Local Development Framework Core Strategy 2011 sets out the vision, objectives and spatial strategy for the
national park
The landscape strategy will build on an analysis of condition and forces for change in the landscape and further
consultation with stakeholders.
https://www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/looking-after/strategies-and-policies/landscape-strategy

Peak District National Park Authority Local Plan
adopted March 2001.

The Local Plan (2001) is being replaced by the Local Development Framework Core Strategy. However, the Local Plan
still contains a number of detailed operational policies that are still valid.
https://www.peakdistrict.gov.uk/publications/local-plan-2001

Peak District National Park Local Development
Framework

An important consideration is the concept of spatial planning at the heart of shaping the future of our environment,
and the connection that land-use plans must have to the strategies and priorities prepared by other service
providers. Local priorities are set out in the Sustainable Community Strategies of the constituent authorities,
sharing the area of the National Park.
Map identifying the Park’s natural landscapes and shows how close Dore is to the Park, more so than any other part of
Sheffield other than parts of Stocksbridge.
Published by Sheffield City Council
Contains data for individual Sheffield wards on; demographics, ethnicity, population estimates, health & wellbeing,
housing and the labour market.

Peak District National Park Map of the Natural
Zones of the Peak District National Park
Sheffield Average House Price Information
Sheffield Census data 2011. Sheffield Ward
Profiles.
Sheffield City Center Plan. This is Sheffield, our
city center plan 2018 - 2028
Sheffield City Council, Core Strategy Policy CS71
Protecting the Green Belt.

A vision for the city of Sheffield produced by Sheffield City Council.

Sheffield City Region Vision.

Sheffield’s two Universities and Sheffield Teaching Hospital Trust have been working during 2016 with the Sheffield
City Region Combined Authority (CA), the Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP) and many public, private and community
partners, to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of Sheffield City Region (SCR) and to explore ways to
build on those strengths and overcome the weaknesses so that the economic and social potential of the Region can be
maximised.
To achieve the principles of Duty to Cooperate, it was decided all Local Authorities within the Sheffield City Region
would share Green Belt Review experience and produce a common approach for future reviews. This document
contains the methodology and outcomes.
Consultation for the Sheffield Plan. The Sheffield Plan will be the statutory development plan for the city which will:
Guide new development (including housing, economic development, community & leisure facilities, transport
infrastructure). Help protect the environment (including countryside, open space, wildlife sites). Provide the basis for

Sheffield City Region Combined Green Belt
Review A Common Approach August 2014
Sheffield. City Wide Options for Growth to 2034
(Nov 2015)

Produced by Sheffield City Council, this is an adopted core strategy, concluding that countryside and other open land
around the existing built-up areas of the city will be safeguarded by maintaining the Green Belt,

Sheffield. City Wide Options for Growth to 2034
(Nov 2015) – Public responses
Sheffield’s Green Commission. Final Report &
Green City Strategy - SCC response to the
Sheffield Green Commission report

Sheffield Greenbelt and Countryside Areas.
Preliminary Landscape Character Assessment
Sheffield Housing Evidence
Sheffield New Homes Delivery Plan report to
cabinet
and
Sheffield New Homes Delivery Plan 2018 -2023
Final report

Sheffield, The Outdoor City – Economic
Strategy

Sheffield. State of Sheffield report 2017.
Sheffield State of Nature
Sheffield and Rotherham Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment Interim Position
Paper 2017
Sheffield and Rotherham Strategic Housing
Land Availability Assessment Interim Position
Paper 2017

deciding planning applications. Identify and reserve land for development. Support economic growth and provide
certainty for developers
The Consultation Responses received by SCC to their Citywide Options for Growth consultation in November 2014 to
February 2015
Sheffield Green Commission was tasked with analysing Sheffield’s strengths, opportunities and challenges; inviting and
considering evidence on a range of sustainability themes; making recommendations and plans to secure Sheffield’s
environmental, social and economic sustainable future and developing an action plan. The Green City Strategy is SCC ‘s
response and sets out Sheffield’s approach to be a ‘Green City’, a city which is more resilient to climate change, is
taking action to reduce its impact on the climate and helping the city to make the transition towards a clean, low
carbon economy.
Landscape character assessments seek to identify the features and elements of landscape areas that contribute to
creating their distinct character and that make them different to neighbouring areas. This LCA seeks to identify the
main character areas and types within the Sheffield Green Belt Area to provide a tool for Planning Offi cers
Sheffield Housing Evidence. A report compiled by Christopher Pennell synthesising evidence on housing availability
and need in Sheffield
New Homes Delivery Plan (Pages 27 - 70) Report of the Executive Director, Sheffield City Council Cabinet Meeting
September 2018
This New Homes Delivery Plan is the pre-cursor to presenting the new Homes for All Housing and Neighbourhood
Strategy. The Government has revised National Planning Policy Framework that includes a Housing Delivery Test, to be
introduced in November 2018. This test will assess delivery over the previous 3 years and, where delivery has fallen
below 95% of the local planning authority’s housing requirement over that period, the authority should prepare an
action plan in line with national planning guidance. The action plan should assess the causes of under-delivery and
identify actions to increase delivery in future years. Our provisional assessment is that delivery in Sheffield over the
period 2015-18 is likely to be 85-88% of the housing requirement. The Sheffield Housing Delivery Plan is therefore the
City Council’s response to the Government’s imminent requirement to produce an action plan.
The economic value of outdoor recreation is only truly starting to be recognised, and Sheffield is at the forefront of
taking a new approach to understanding how to capture these benefits. The draft strategy sets out the priorities for
the city for the next three years with the vision “Sheffield, The Outdoor City, will be internationally renowned
for its outdoor offer; its quality places and outdoor people”
The State of Sheffield report provides an overview of the city, describing how things are, how things are changing and
how Sheffield compares to other similar places
2018, Sheffield State of Nature report produced by the Sheffield Wildlife Trust and local universities
The purpose of this 2017 Interim Position Paper is to provide an update, since the last Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA) report (November 2015) and Interim Position Paper 2016, on the current 5-year
housing requirement. This takes into account housing completions in 2016/17.
This takes into account housing completions in 2016/17. Monitoring is against the housing requirement for the period
2004 -2026 set by the current adopted Sheffield Local Plan1 Core Strategy (2009), and takes account of the proposed
national standard approach to assessing housing need and is informed by “The Call for Sites 2014 consultation” which
took place from 14 July to 22 August 2014.

Sheffield Strategic Housing Market Assessment.
2013

Sheffield & Rotherham Joint Strategic Housing
Market Assessment 2015
Sheffield Transport Strategy June 2018
Spatial Planning for Health
Sheffield Unitary Development Plan and Core
Strategies
South West Sheffield Housing Market Profile

South Yorkshire Sites and Monuments record.
(Searchable Database)

The UK national Ecosystem assessment and The
UK national Ecosystem assessment follow-on.

The Wildlife Trusts. Homes for people
and wildlife - How to build housing in a naturefriendly way -

Sheffield Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) 2013 and subsequent updates. About the supply and demand
for different housing in the city. Estimates the number of new homes that will be needed over the next 5 years
Provides important evidence about the housing market that can be used in the development of housing and planning
policies to help guide future housing delivery
Housing supply and demand
Transport Vision for the city of Sheffield
Spatial Planning for Health; An evidence resource for planning and designing healthier places This review provides
public health planners and local communities with evidence informed principles for designing healthy places
Sheffield Unitary Development Plan adopted in 1998. A city-wide development plan.
This profile contains information about the population, housing stock, market performance and demand for housing in
the South West HMA.
Produced by Sheffield City Council, the Housing Market Area profiles are a series of reports and summaries that
provide information on the housing markets and social characteristics of the 13 Housing Markets Areas (HMAs) in
Sheffield. Sheffield has a wide range of housing market characteristics which vary between different neighbourhoods
and communities. To reflect this, the Strategic Housing Market Assessment in 2013 split the city into 13 Housing
Market Areas based on criteria such as house prices, types of housing and the types of communities living there.
Each of the HMAs represents a fairly distinct and unique housing market within Sheffield.
The profiles are a narrative of the characteristics, neighbourhoods and housing in each of the HMAs. They identify the
types and range of homes that are needed in the areas to meet current and future demand for housing in the city.
The Sites and Monuments Record searchable database and maps giving details of known archaeological sites,
monuments and finds in the county of South Yorkshire. Specific to the Dore neighbourhood Plan are HER record
Numbers: 01726/01, 01726/02, 03727/01, and 01725/01.
https://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/gateway/chr/herdetail.aspx?crit=&ctid=92&id=4734
The UK National Ecosystem Assessment provides ananalysis of the UK’s natural environment in terms of the benefits it
provides to society and continuing economic prosperity. Its findings indicate that ecosystems and ecosystem services,
and the ways people benefit from them, have changed markedly in the past 60 years, driven by changes in society.
It also cites that the UK’s ecosystems are delivering some services well, but others are still in long-term decline.
The UK National Ecosystem Assessment follow on was published in 2014. It provided further analysis of the cultural
and economic value of nature and developed a range of tools and methods to assist decision-makers wishing to apply
an ecosystems approach.
This document sets out The Wildlife Trusts’ vision for new homes that are inspiring and beautiful places to live, and
where people and nature thrive together. To achieve this, we need a new approach that puts the natural environment
at the heart of development and planning needs to be pursued. This document contains a series of practical proposals
that achieve this end.

